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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE :::::::::::::: AT GOALPARA 

      

          Sessions Case No. 299/2012 

 

 State of Assam. 

                               -Versus- 

1. Indra Rabha, 

2. Rupam Rabha, 

3. Chatma Rabha, 

4. Doleswar Rabha, 

5. Topla Rabha       …Accused-person(s). 

 

 

Present:  Shri T.K. Bhattacharjee, A.J.S.,  

Sessions Judge, Goalpara. 

 

Appearance: 

For the prosecution : Mr. B.K. Das, learned Public Prosecutor.    

For the defence : Mr. M. Khakhlary,  learned Advocate. 

Date of evidence : 06.07.13; 06.03.14; 17.11.14; 22.01.15. 

Date of Argument :      31.08.2019. 

Date of Judgment :       04.09.2019. 
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-JUDGMENT- 

1. The brief facts of the prosecution case is that an ejahar dated 28-

05-2008 was lodged by the informant stating that on 24.05.2008 at about 

2:00 pm his father Hasmat Ali, Jamir Ali and Md. Moynuddin Ali were 

coming back home, the accused persons attacked them and murdered the 

informant’s father Hasmat Ali and concealed the dead body which was 

subsequently recovered and hence this case was filed. 

2. On receipt of information to that effect a GDE vide Krishnai O.P. 

GDE no.610 dated 28-05-2008 was made and subsequently, Dudhnoi PS 

Case No. 69/08 was registered u/s 302/ 34 of the IPC and thereafter, the 

investigation was initiated after conclusion of which, a charge-sheet was 

submitted against the accused persons u/s 302/ 201/ 34 of the IPC. 

 3. On appearance of the accused persons before this court after the 

committal procedure was completed, charges u/s 302/201/34 of the IPC 

were framed against the accused persons vide order dated 19.01.2013 and 

06-03-2014 and the contents of the said charges were read over and 

explained to them to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried. Accordingly, the trial of this case commenced. 

4. In the course of trial, seven (7) witnesses were examined in support 

of the prosecution case which included the informant of this case and after 

the prosecution evidence concluded, the accused persons were examined 

u/s 313 of the Cr.P.C and their statements were recorded during which 

they declined to adduce any evidence in defence.   

5. Thereafter, the arguments of the respective learned counsels of 

both the sides were heard and the entire evidence in the case record was 

duly perused in order to determine the matter at hand. 
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6. Points for determination:- 

(i) Whether on or about 24.05.2008, at about 2-00pm, at village 

Pachim Jira under Dudhnoi P.S. the accused persons in furtherance of their 

common intention, committed murder by intentionally causing the death of 

Hasmot Ali , the father of the informant, as alleged ? 

(ii) Whether on or about the same date place and time the accused 

persons in furtherance of their common intention, having knowledge or 

reason to believe that murder has been committed caused disappearance 

of the dead body with intention to screen the offenders from legal 

punishment as alleged ? 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS:- 

7. The PW-1 was the informant, who has filed the ejahar, the Ext-1 

informing the police about the alleged occurrence and from his testimony it 

is found that the deceased was his father. According to him, his father did 

not return from cultivation work and became traceless and subsequently, 

the dead body of his father was found by the police and it was having cut 

injuries. However, during his deposition in the court, he specifically stated 

that he does not know who killed his father. He also stated that he named 

the accused persons in the Ext.-1 as directed by the police but this witness 

had no knowledge about their involvement in the occurrence. His cross-

examination shows that the ejahar was filed by him after 4/5 days of the 

occurrence without giving any reasons for the delay that was caused in 

filling the same. 

8. The PW-2, PW-3, PW-4, PW-5 and PW-6 failed to state anything 

incriminating against the accused persons and from the testimony, of the 

PW-6 it is found that he merely wrote the ejahar for the informant saw the 

dead body of the deceased and the PW-7 also failed to throw any light into 
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the prosecution story. Thus, the testimony of these witnesses could not 

help the prosecution case to any extent so far as the role of the accused 

persons were concerned. 

9. The prosecution side did not examine any other witnesses in this 

case and even the medical officer or the investigating officer of this case 

was not examined by the prosecution and upon a careful scrutiny of the 

entire materials available before me, it is found that none of the witnesses 

could state anything against the accused persons to connect them with the 

alleged offences and there is absolutely no evidence to show that the 

accused persons were involved in any manner in the alleged occurrence. 

The post-mortem report was not brought on record by marking it as an 

exhibit and the informant failed to throw any light regarding the identity of 

the persons who might have been involved in the occurrence during his 

deposition in the court. Further, the vital witnesses namely Jamir Ali(PW-2) 

and Moinuddin (PW-4) who were allegedly with the deceased at the time 

of the occurrence as mentioned in the ejahar Ext.-1 failed to support the 

prosecution version in any manner whatsoever. It is needless to say that 

the burden is on the prosecution to prove its own case by adducing cogent 

evidence but from the above facts and circumstances, it is clear that the 

prosecution has failed to discharge its burden in this regard. 

10. In the result, the accused persons are not found guilty u/s 

302/201/34 of the IPC beyond reasonable doubt and as such, they are 

acquitted of the said charges and set at liberty forthwith. However, their 

bail bonds shall remain in force for the next six months. 

11. This judgment has been pronounced in the open court. A copy of 

the judgment shall be forwarded to the learned District Magistrate, 

Goalpara and the Superintendent of Police, Goalpara for their information 

and necessary action. 
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Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 04th day of 

September, 2019 at Goalpara. 

 

Dictated & corrected by me:         (T.K. Bhattacharjee) 
Sessions Judge, Goalpara. 
 
 

Sessions Judge, Goalpara. 
 
 
 
 
Appendix: 

Prosecution Witnesses:             Prosecution Exhibit: 

PW1:- Kamel @ Kasem Ali,   Ext.1:- Ejahar, 

PW2:- Jamir Ali,     

PW3:- Samser Ali,        

PW4:- Moinuddin,     

PW5:- Md. Sahar Ali, 

PW6:- Md. Azahar Ali, 

PW7:-Makram Ali.    

Court witnesses:-Nil.                    Defence Witness: Nil. 

 

 

      Sessions Judge,   

            Goalpara. 


